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ABSTRACT

Some of the fundamental limitations and trade-offs regard-
ing the capabilities of vehicle suspensions to control random vi-
brations are investigated. The vehicle inputs considered are sta-
tistically described roadway elevations and static loading vara-
tions on the sprung mass. The vehicle is modeled as a two-degree-
of-freedom linear system consisting of a sprung mass, suspension
and an unsprung mass which is connected to the roadway by a spring.
The criterion used to optimize the suspension characteristics is
the weighted sum of rms vehicle acceleration and clearance space
required for sprung mass-unsprung mass relative excursions. Two ap-
proaches to find the suspension characteristics which optimize the
trade-off between vibration and clearance space are considered. The
first, based on Wiener filter theory, is used to synthesize the
optimum suspension transfer function. Mechanization of this function
is discussed. The second approach, using a computer parameter search,
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consists of finding optimum parameter values for a fixed configura-
tion suspension. Since the above optimization is without regard to
the wheel-roadway interaction a constraint on vibration-clearance
design charts is developed to insure that wheel hop is not excessive.
The minimum rms force required to maintain adequate wheel-roadway
contact is also established to provide an estimate for upper vehicle
speed limitations. Some of the potential capabilities of a suspen-
sion which reacts to roadway irregularities before the vehicle reaches
them are investigated. This preview control concept is studied for
suspensions using Wiener filtering and for a suspension that may be
easily mechanized. Finally, to illustrate the use of general design
charts established in the first few sections of the thesis, a specific
numerical example is carried out. The results of this thesis show
that under certain circumstances active suspensions can substantially
reduce the clearance space and sprung mass vibration levels over that
obtainable by passive spring-shock absorber suspensions. For a given
clearance space, preview control may be used to reduce vibration by
as much as a factor of sixteen as compared with optimum non-preview
suspensions.

Thesis Supervisor: Dean C. Karnopp
Title: Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Trends in Ground Transportation

Present trends in ground transportation combine to make the

suspension design problem ever more severe. Tendencies toward higher

speed and lighter weight vehicles to travel over roadways which should

have minimal maintenance and construction costs make ride (passenger

comfort) and maneuverability requirements increasingly difficult to

meet. Conventional spring and shock absorber suspensions become less

and less practicable as increased demands are made on vehicle perform-

ance. It seems appropriate then to discuss briefly some of the ways

in which speed, weight, and roadway maintenance requirements affect

suspension characteristics and to outline the primary functions of a

suspension system and the methods currently taken to meet such require-

ments. Once some of the significant problem areas have been deline-

ated, several fundamental limitations and trade-offs involved in

passive and active suspension system design will be studied in some

depth. The emphasis of this thesis will be on optimization of the

random vibration characteristics of vehicle suspensions.

Increasing vehicle speed for a given vehicle-roadway com-

bination generally intensifies vehicle vibration which in turn down-

grades both ride and maneuverability. It is fairly obvious, and has
*

been shown empirically [1] , that ride becomes worse with increasing

vibration. The interaction between vibration and maneuverability or

Numbers in brackets designate references at the end of this thesis,
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handling is a subject which, to the author's knowledge, has not re-

ceived much study, Nevertheless, we can gain some qualitative insight

into the vibration effects on maneuverability by considering an automo-

tive vehicle turning on a rough surface0 If the vibration level is suf-

ficiently high, ioe 0, the road roughness and vehicle speed are great

enough, the wheel-ground normal contact force multiplied by the side-

ways friction coefficient will frequently become less than the lateral

centrifugal force0 Thus considerable side slip will occur during

these intervals resulting in poor steering response and increased tire

wear.

Vibration caused by surface roughness is in fact one of the

fundamental speed limitations to a great variety of vehicles. Ground

unevenness often constrains off-the-road vehicles to a mere 5 mph [2],

whereas vibrations of conventional rail trains may cause considerable

passenger discomfort at a train speed of about 100 mph [1].

A desire for light-weight vehicles usually goes along with

high acceleration and cruising speed requirements, As a vehicle body

is made lighter, the supporting springs must be made correspondingly

weaker in order to maintain roughly the same vibration isolation qual-

ity. However, softer springs result in larger deflections due to car-

go variations0 Thus a conventionally suspended light-weight vehicle

must have a larger sprung mass (vehicle body)-unsprung mass (wheels +

axles) clearance space and correspondingly higher center of gravity

than a heavy vehicle, This, in turn, often results in undesirably lar-

ger roll angles due to cornering0

There is a trade-off between suspension and roadway quality

for a given ride0 A sophisticated suspension system for a vehicle
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traveling over a rough roadway is generally required to provide pas-

sengers with a comfortable vibration environment, On the other hand,

a simple suspension is usually adequate for a vehicle traversing a very

smooth, well maintained, and correspondingly costly roadway, The Ja-

panese Tokaido Line, for example, can operate trains at 160 mph only

as a result of special roadbed construction and maintenance efforts

[3, 4], Consequently, there is an economic impetus to investigate

suspension systems with increasingly better vibration isolation capa-

bilities in order to minimize roadway capital and upkeep costs,

1.2 Suspension Requirements

Broadly speaking, the single requirement of a vehicle sus-

pension is to control the vehicle motion in such a way as to maximize

passerger comfort as the vehicle travels from point of origin to its

destination, While this statement is probably valid, it is more use-

ful in designing suspensions to be more specific, Thus, although sus-

pensions must meet a variety of particular requirements according to

specific system needs, the four distinct functions that are common to

virtually all vehicle suspension systems are guidance, body force vec-

tor alignment, force insensitivity, and vibration isolation, The first,

and perhaps most obvious, is guidance, A suspension must provide ve-

hicle support and directional control, In order to perform the latter,

wheel-ground contact must be firm or, as previously mentioned, consid-

erable side slip may occur during turning maneuvers, Secondly, a sus-

pension should align the least sensitive cargo axis (Cargo is used in

the broad sense to include passengers,) with the resultant body force

vector (arising from acceleration plus gravity), Since this axis is

parallel to the spine of a seated or standing passenger [5, 6],

=13-



the vehicle should roll into a turn, as does a motorcycle, It should

not lean out of a turn, as is the case for most automotive and rail ve-

hicleso Thirdly, an ideal suspension is insensitive to externIlly ap-

plied forces0 Thus cross winds, cargo weight variations, and contact

forces among various cars in a train should result in a minimum of ve-

hicle vibration0 Finally, a suspension should provide maximum vibration

isolation; that is, motion of the cargo compartment resulting from

ground roughness should be minimal0

It is virtually impossible to optimize all of the four sus-

pension functions of guidance, body force vector alignment, force in-

sensitivity, and vibration isolation with a passive conventional spring-

shock absorber suspension due to the mutually antagonistic nature of

some of these functions, Guidance, as we shall see in Section 4, re-

quires a suspension that is neither very stiff nor very flexible in the

vertical direction in order to maintain good wheel-roadway contact0

Proper alignment of a passenger's spinal axis with the body force vector

cannot be achieved in a maneuvering conventional automotive or rail ve-

hicle where the roll axis is below the center of gravity0 Consequently,

suspensions are often made fairly rigid to minimize roll0 Force insen-

sitivity calls for a stiff suspension, whereas vibration isolation de-

mands a soft suspension0 Thus each suspension requirement is only par-

tially met in practice0 Furthermore, a suspension designer must con-

sider all of the suspension functions simultaneously, or optimization

of one may lead to unsatisfactory performance of another0

1.3 State of the Art

In an effort to build suspensions that will carry out the four

suspension functions in the best practical manner for any given set of

-14-



vehicle performance requirements, suspension designers have incorpor-

ated a variety of passive and active systems, Passive devices tend to

have undesirable dynamic side effects while active systems have not gen-

erally found widespread use due to their inherent complexity and conse-

quent high cost, A brief review of some current suspension system prob-

lems and practices pertaining to each fundamental suspension function

will be given to provide a base for the study of suspension control of

vibration.

Guidance is often a significant problem in the design of high

performance automobiles and of rail vehicles that use flanged wheels,

The suspensions of automotive vehicles with good handling qualities are

designed to minimize side slip by providing proper suspension vertical

stiffness and damping, as well as controlling changes in weight distri-

bution and wheel camber angles resulting from cornering [7]' Rail ve-

hicles with flanged wheels often exhibit severe hunting or self excited

lateral oscillations0 A considerable effort has been devoted to this

problem over several decades [8 - 121b

A variety of passive and active roll control devices has been

used to align the passenger spinal axis with the gravitational plus cen-

tripetal body force vector0 Most common of these is the anti-roll bar.

The base of this U-shaped bar is placed in a journal fastened to the un-

derside of a car, parallel to and forward of the wheel axles in such a

way that it has only rotational freedom of motion0 The end of each leg

of the U is pivoted to a point on the axle near the wheel0 Thus the

wheels are constrained to move together in the vertical direction; roll

stiffness is consequently quite high0 The principal disadvantages of

this coupling is a degradation in vibration isolation0 Furthermore, the
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anti-roll bar provides only limited roll control, It prevents roll out

of a turn but does not permit the vehicle to lean into a turn,

A passive roll control device, with somewhat superior perform-

ance to the anti-roll bar, which has been built for a high speed rail

train [13] essentially consists of a linkage which places the roll cen-

ter above the vehicle center of gravity0 Thus proper banking is achieved

with no reduction in vibration isolation0 The principal disadvantage of

this system is that as the car s center of gravity swings toward the out-

side of a turn the train could overturn more easily than if it were

only equipped with an anti-roll bar0

Several types of active roll control servomechanisms have also

been built and tested0 A tricycle has been devised that leans into

turns either by steering and center of gravity control like an ordinary

motorcycle or underactive pendulous roll control [14], A hydraulic vi-

bration and roll controller for automotive types of vehicles has also

been built and tested [15, 16], This system automatically rolls the car

body until the component of the gravitational vector along the lateral

body fixed axis nulls the radial acceleration inertial force0 The per-

formance of these systems is, for all practical purposes, uncoupled from

the other three suspension functions0

One of the most significant vehicle force disturbance gener-

ally arises from cargo weight variations0 The suspension clearance need-

ed for different static deflections corresponding to loaded and unloaded

conditions of a simple spring-shock absorber suspension makes it neces-

sary to place the vehicle center of gravity higher than would be neces-

sary for a constant weight car body0 It is, however, desirable to build
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the vehicle as low to the ground as possible from a volume economy

point of view and to minimize rolling and pitching moments, A simple

remedy to this loading variation problem which has received some atten-

tion in the automotive industry [17, 18] is to provide an automatic

height controller which applies a force to the car body proportional to

the integral of the sprung mass-unsprung mass relative displacement,

The force thus generated essentially balances any cargo variation with-

out requiring clearance space above that necessary for dynamic excur-

sions,

A great deal has been done to improve the vibration isolation

function of vehicle suspensions, An almost endless list of combina-

tions of automotive suspension geometries, spring, and damper designs

could be madeo One of the very few active vibration isolators is the

aforementioned hydraulic vibration and roll control system [15, 16]" A

force proportional to sprung mass acceleration is applied between the

sprung and unsprung masses with a dynamic effect similar to increasing

the vehicle body mass. Thus the vehicle natural frequency is lowered re-

sulting in better roadway roughness filtering without the necessity of

decreasing spring stiffness0

1.4 Optimization of Suspension Vibration Characteristics

There are requirements for research and development in virtual-

ly every aspect of suspension system designo The relationship between

vehicle maneuverability and the wheel-roadway interaction is not well

understood0 Hunting is still a problem in rail vehicleso Prototype roll

control devices have been built but still require further development.

Aerodynamic forces cause noticeable motion of many types of automobiles.
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Of course, isolation of passengers from vibration caused by roadway

roughness is still a significant problem area,

Fortunately some of these problem areas may be studied almost

independently of the others0 Although there has been much development of

vehicle suspensions to provide good vibration characteristics, there is

a noticeable absence in the open literature of studies to determine fun-

damental vibration control capabilities of suspensions0 Some related

work has been done on the optimization of elementary vibration isolators

[199 20] and on optimizing the transient response of shock isolation sys-

tems [21, 22]; however9 these studies do not apply directly to suspen-

sion vibration problems, In view of these considerations, this thesis

will be concerned with some basic limitations of suspensions to control

vehicle and wheel vibrations0

Until one devotes some thought to the fundamental limitations

and hence optimum design of suspensions, it is not obvious exactly what

a suspension should do with regard to vibration control, Initially one

suspects that an ideal suspension would completely isolate the vehicle

passenger compartment from variations in roadway height0 This, however,

would require a sprung mass-unsprung mass clearance space at least as

great as the elevation difference between the lowest and highest points

of the roadway over which the vehicle is to travel0 It becomes evident

that, for practical situations, the vehicle must move vertically over at

least some hills and bumps0 Just how much of this vertical vibration the

vehicle must undergo depends on the amount of clearance space provided.

The trade-off between vibration and clearance space is fundamental to

every surface following vehicle ranging from conventional automobiles,

trains, and off-the-road trucks and tractors to hydrofoil ships, ground
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effect machines, and low flying terrain following military aircraft, The

optimization of this trade=off will be central to the vibration control

study which follows,

The scope of this study cannot encompass all of the vibration

and dynamic aspects of vehicle suspensions, Vehicles are generally multi-

degree-of-freedom, flexible, non-linear, three-dimensional systems sub-

ject to a variety of vibrational environments resulting in many output

variables of interest0 Rather than trying to incorporate all of these

details which, at best, would result in a simulation of a particular ve-

hicle, a simple dynamic model representative of vehicles that have un-

sprung masses (as contrasted to most ground effect machines, for example,)

will be chosen0 Thus, in Section 2 the environment, a vehicle dynamic

model, and a mathematical formulation of criteria and constraints will

be discussed0 Section 3 will present methods of optimizing the vibra-

tion isolation characteristics of vehicles excited by random roadway dis-

turbances and cargo weight variations, The problem of guidance will re-

ceive some attention in Section 4 where wheel-roadway dynamics will be

discussed0  Since a vehicle-roadway combination is one of the few sys-

tems in which the input can easily be known in advance, the benefits of

a suspension system that can use such preview information, compared with

one that cannot, will be investigated in Section 5, Use of the optimiza-

tion design charts and procedures derived in the first five sections will

be illustrated by an example in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 will sum-

marize results as well as present conclusions and recommendations for

further study,



SECTION 2

SYSTEM MODEL AND PERFORMANCE CRITERIA

Vehicles are generally very complicated dynamical systems

which interact with their environment in a variety of ways, There are

many response variables of interest, several of which still cannot be

quantitatively measured0 In order to study such a system, particularly

with the intent of optimizing a design aspect, it is necessary to describe

mathematically the important inputs, the vehicle dynamics0 and measures

of performance. In each of these descriptions some simplifications will

be made to make the treatment tractable and to obtain meaningful quanti-

tative results; however, the input, model0 and criteria established in

this section are felt to be representative of a broad range of vehicle

systems. The results of this thesis should have general applicability

and form a starting place for specific vehicle designo

2.1 Vehicle Disturbances

Four principal vehicle disturbances are body forces, aerody-

namic forces, loading variations0 and roadway roughness0 Body forces

and turbulent winds usually result in low frequency (0 - 5 Hz) rolling

and pitching moments which should be adequately compensated for by some

form of roll and pitch control device like those previously mentioned

[13 - 16], for example0 Wind gusts also cause yawing moments which may

cause significant steering problems E23 - 25]. In addition to altering

vehicle dynamics0 loading variations place a requirement on clearance

space0 An amount of space equal to the maximum loading difference di-

vided by the zero frequency suspension stiffness must be added to that

needed for dynamic excursions unless automatic height control is provided.



Static loading variations range from about 15% of empty vehicle weight

for railroad passenger cars to a rated 500% for large earth haulers [26].

Roadway roughness is the disturbance which tends to make the largest

contribution to passenger discomfort. Therefore, let us consider a quan-

titative description of the statistics of roadway elevations,

Elevation spectra and profiles for a great variety of surfaces

have been measured [27 - 30), Mean square elevation specztra for rail-

roads, aircraft runways, highways, a cow pasture and a very rough Bel-

gium block test track are shown in Figure 1. Most of these spectra were

computed from elevation data measured statically with a surveyor's level,

rod, and tape, A typical runway profile shown in Figure 2 [27] illustrates

the random nature of these inputs.

An analytical description of input spectra is necessary to fa-

cilitate response calculations. Boundary lines with a minus two slope

have been shown in Figure 1 to indicate the general nature of ground

spectra, It is remarkable that all of the spectra shown, ranging from

the smoothest rail through cow pastures to an extremely rough test track

may be approximated very well by a straight line fit of the form A/0

where the roughness parameter A has the extremely large range of 104

and where 0 is the spacial frequency or wave number. Thus, for purposes

of analyses the roadway spectrum is given by

* (Q) A- (1)
xx az

or, as a time function, the spectrum becomes [31, 32]

AV - AV(2S(D ) . NM = (2)

t 2 S

where s is the Laplace operator. Good results have, in fact, been obtain-

ed by using the A/02 approximation in analyzing the dynamics of a Boeing
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B-29 airplane [33], In order to be confident that results are valid,

however, they must be only weakly dependent on the spectrum outside of

the measured range, At the low frequency end, A/02 becomes infinite,

whereas elevation spectra must level off due to the finite height of

roadways, This apparently occurs at a frequency below that which has

thus far been measured0 Since the high frequency portion of the road-

way spectrum approximation extends mathematically to infinity, the num-

erator of the transfer function relating roadway displacement to a re-

sponse variable must be of the same order as, or lower than, that of the

denominator so that the computed mean square response will not be infinite.

Runways and highways are much more rigid than primary (wheels)

and secondary (spring-shock absorber) suspensions used to support vehi-

cles traversing these roadways, One can, therefore, assume, for the

purposes of examining vehicle dynamics, that such roadways are perfectly

rigid and the profiles, measured statically under no-load conditions, do

in fact represent the dynamic suspension disturbance, When suspension

system stiffness is not significantly less than that of the guideway, as

perhaps in the case of railroads where wheels are less elastic than rail-

roadbed configurations, it becomes necessary to know roadway stiffness

as a function of distance along the roadway, A perfectly smooth sur-

face with rigid and flexible regions would appear rough to a moving ve-

hicle.

2,2 Vehicle Dynamics

The vehicle model chosen for this study is shown schematically

in Figure 3, The rigid mass M represents the vehicle body or sprung

masso The unsprung mass consisting of wheels, axles, etc,, is idealized

-24-
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as a mass m supported by a linear spring with stiffness or spring rate

k0 1  The suspension shown between the sprung and unsprung masses is

the focal point for this thesis. The questions that we will try to ans-

wer are 1) What should the suspension elements be in order to optimize

suspension vibration characteristics? and 2) If the elements are speci-

fied, what should their parameter values be for optimum performance?

2.3 Criteria and Constraints

Optimization of suspension system design must be based on pre-

established performance criteria and constraints. Measures of random vi-

bration that are useful in studying the trade-off between vibration and

sprung mass-unsprung mass clearance space, as well as wheel-roadway dy-

namics, need to be established0 Other design considerations, such as re-

liability and maintainability or the quantitative evaluation of capital

and operating costs, are applicable to later, more detailed design stages

than to this basic study0

Human discomfort should be minimized when passenger vehicles

are designed, Vibration is probably the only source of discomfort which

can be controlled by the suspension system. However, broad-band vibra-

tion in the audible and sub-audible frequency range usually makes the

largest contribution to passenger discomfort, There are basic differ-

ences in both effects and mechanics between low frequency vibrations

which shake all or part of the human body and high frequency acoustical

vibrations which cause auditory annoyances. Hence, problems in each

frequency range are quite different and may usually be treated separately,

superposing the end results0 This study will consider only the low end

of the vibration spectrum.
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Unfortunately, an accurate quantitative measure of human dis-

comfort to random vibration is not currently available, Most investiga-

tors in the field of human vibration sensitivity have carried out their

experiments by sinusoidally vibrating subjects in seated, standing, or

lying positions on rigid shake platforms, Most data are presented as

curves of constant discomfort on acceleration versus frequency plots

[34 - 39]. Generally an increased sensitivity appears in the neighbor-

hood of 5 - 10 Hz while sensitivity decreases above 100 Hz0 The rela-

tion of these data to the realistic situation where a passenger is seate6

on a soft chair with his feet on a carpeted floor and vibrated in a ran-

dom way is indeed tenuous, One might be tempted to multiply the seat

acceleration spectrum by a weighting factor based on frequency sensitiv-

ity curves and use the rms of this product as a measure of discomfort,

Since this approach is not valid in determining acoustical discomfort

[40], there is no reason to believe it should work for discomfort aris-

ing from low frequency vibrations0 A small group of researchers have

suggested a correlation between power input to a passenger and discomfort

[41 - 43], This theory, while promising, is based on one set of data for

physically fit young males that have been subjected to rather severe vi-

bration environments0 Therefore, basing a discomfort criterion for a

general vehicle study for these results does not seem altogether justifi-

able0

Rather than trying to hypothesize a discomfort weighting func-

tion of unknown validity that would account for increased sensitivity in

the neighborhood of 5 - 10 Hz or base a study on a preliminary "absorbed

power" criterion, it was thought meaningful and advisable to use rms ac-

celeration as a measure of vibration within the scope of this study, This



simple measure weighs all frequencies equally and seems adequate for the

broad, fundamental study attempted in this thesis, The only frequency

range where equal acceleration weighting differs greatly from sinusoidal

response curves might be above 100 Hz in the acoustical region, This does

not pose a problem since the spectral content for the systems considered

in this thesis lies almost entirely in the sub-audible range,

One of the important suspension design parameters is the clear-

ance space h between the sprung and unsprung masses, It is desirable to

make this space as small as possible from a volume economy point of view

and to minimize rolling and pitching moments arising from vehicle maneu-

vers, On the other hand, it is necessary to provide enough clearance for

static deflections due to vehicle loading variations F and for dynamic

excursions arising from vehicle motion over a rough road0 Figure 4

shows that the sprung mass is centered in the clearance space at half of

the expected maximum load0 The sprung mass equilibrium position will

move up or down a distance F/2k under full load and no load conditions

where k is the zero frequency suspension stiffness0 (An automatic

height control system makes k infinite0 ) The remaining clearance space

h/2 - F/2k at each end of the static excursion range is required for

dynamic excursions0

Since dynamic excursions of the sprung and unsprung masses rel-

ative to each other will occasionally be large as a result of the ran-

dom nature of roadway inputs, the probability of bottoming can only be

made infrequent, not zero0 There are two generally accepted means of

computing bottoming occurrences0 The first is to determine the expected

frequency at which the dynamic relative excursion would exceed the
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allowed clearance space if no limiting bumpers were present [440 45], The

second is to calculate the proportion of time the dynamic excursion would

be greater than the clearance space, again in the absence of bumpers (46].

The implication in each method is that bottoming occurs so rarely that

the system behavior is essentially unaltered by the excursion limits, This

assumption seems well founded for our purposes0 Since both schemes ap-

pear to be equally valid, the latter will be used for this study, mainly

for reasons of convenience0 Bottoming can be made infrequent by allow-

ing clearance space needed for dynamic excursions equal to several times

(by a factor of a) the rms relative dynamic displacement0 Thus

h/2 - F/2k - a6 (3)

Since there are indications that the roadway elevation distribution is

gaussian [47], the parameter a should be about 3 to keep the sprung mass

from bottoming at least 99,9% of the time0 Nevertheless, bottoming will

occasionally occur so a smoothly increasing stiffness near excursion

limits or a similar approach is required in practice to provide ade-

quate shock isolation0

The constraint placed on suspension systems to be studied here

is that the wheel remain in contact with the ground nearly all of the

time, This is necessary to provide proper guidance and to minimize wear

[480 49]) By comparing the rms dynamic displacement of the wheel center

with respect to the roadway with the static deflection due to the vehicle

weight, it is possible to determine the degree of wheel-roadway contact.

If the rms dynamic excursion is less than 1/3 or 1/4 of the static deflec-

tion, then we can assume the wheel stays on the road a sufficient propor-

tion of time0 On the other hand, if the rms wheel-road displacement is

greater than about 1/3 to 1/2, considerable wheel hop will probably occur.
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SECTION 3

OPTIMUM VIBRATION CONTROL

Two approaches to linear system design will be used to deter-

mine systems which are optimum with respect to the vibration-clearance

trade-off, The first methodO developed from work begun by Wiener (50]

and pursued by others [51] consists of synthesizing a vehicle suspen-

sion system transfer function, By considering variables that are easily

measured and filtered, one may subsequently devise a hardware configura-

tion for active systems that will perform according to the optimum syn-

thesized suspension characteristics, Although this approach leads to

a system that is the absolute optimum for the linear model chosen, the

hardware mechanization of the optimum transfer function might be unduly

complicated. Hence it is desirable to see how well one can do with a

less sophisticated system. The second method, which is essentially

analytical, is used to determine the optimum parameter values of any

passive or active linear suspension system whose configuration (trans-

fer function) and input statistics are specified.

The steps involved in synthesizing or analyzing the suspen-

sion systems which optimize the vibration-clearance trade-off are simi-

lar, First, a penalty or cost function, P, is formed which is a linear

combination of the rms acceleration yrms9 and clearance space, h, re-

quired for dynamic plus static sprung mass-unsprung mass relative dis-

placement. Thus

P wprms + h - pyrms + 2a6rms + F/k (4)

where p is a weighting factor of Lagrange multiplier
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When the synthesis is used, F/k will be neglected for two rea-

sons, First, there will probably be sufficient flexibility in choosing

parameters so that we may make k arbitrarily large, (This assumption is

borne out later.) Secondly, any sophisticated suspension will no doubt

employ an automatic height controller which will make the steady state

displacement due to static force variations zero,

The weighting factor p is used to generate vibration-clearance

trade-off curves, The procedure is to choose a value of P and compute

the system parameters in such a way that the sum of clearance space

plus P times the tms acceleration minimizes the penalty functional P0

At the computed minimum value of clearance. yrm is a minimum and viceThis

versa, By varying p a locus of such points generates an optimum trade-

off curve,

31 Synthesis of Optimum Suspensions

3.1,J Derivation

An optimum suspension transfer function is synthesized by es-

sentially expressing Yrms and 6 rm in Equation (2) in terms of the road-

way input spectrum, transfer functions relating 6 to the roadway input and

an unknown transfer function W(s) defined (see Figure 5) in terms or tnv

Laplace operator s as

W(s) (s) (5)

The suspension is restricted to one which applies forces only

between the sprung and unsprung masses, thereby eliminating from consid-

eration suspensions that might use aerodynamic control surfaces, extra

masses as vibration absorbers, and so forth, Starting with the model

shown in Figure 3. the equations of motion for the unsprung mass m and
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sprung mass M are

-F + k0 1 (X-Z) = ms2Z

Fs = Ms2Y (6)

The force, Fs, exerted by the suspension on each mass may be eliminated

from these equations, Noting that Y(s) = W(s)X(s) and 6 - z - y, the

relative displacement 6 (s) is

6(s) =1

2 +

u

s 2
[(+1r)(-) + 11

++1
U

u

s2 [(!)2+

Mu

where w . /1k01/m is the unsprung mass natural frequency and r is the

mass ratio m/M0 Upon comparing Equation (7) with the block diagram in

Figure 5, we see that

(1+1/r) ( )2 + 1

H (s) 2 2 +
1 s2[(_s.)2 + 1]

(k

H2 (s)

52
(-) + 1+

(8)

(9)

The solution for the optimum W(s), found by the variational

calculus (see Reference 51, Chapter 7, for details), is

W(s) (sW(S) -ELA (s)+

r(s) = 2rH I (-s)H2 (s) t(s)

A(s) = 2,n[Hl(s)H 1 (-s) + p]#t(s)

(10)

(11)

(12)
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The plus and minus superscripts of A (s) in Equation (10) indicate that

only poles and zeros of A (s) in the left-half plane and right-half

plane, respectively, are to be retained, Similarly, the plus subscript

outside the bracketed term in Equation 10 designates the component of

that term that has all its poles in the left-half plane, This spectral

factorization is performed to insure that W(s) is physically realizable.

From Equations (2), (8), and (12), the expression for A is

A($) = 2nAV ai8 + 2846 + [0 + (1 + l/r) 2]04 + 2(1 + 1/r)4 2 + I (13)
W 6 Ub( 2 1)2
u

where

-s PW

Wu u

The numerator and denominator of the right-hand side of the above equa-

tion for A(O) are factored to form A(0) and A ($)o Since the numerator

is of eighth order, its roots are evaluated numerically on a digital com-

puter, A partial fraction expansion of r(s)/A (s) is made, and only

terms with poles in the left-half plane are retained, Finally, the op-

timum transfer function is found, (See Appendix A for the derivation

of the following expression and the evaluation of its parameters,)

W 22[ (B + 1)$2 + C$ + 1]
W($) = u (14)

$ + 2 v'D43 + 7E q 2 + 2 V14 + 1

The optimum vibration-clearance trade-off curve is determined

by computing the rms accelerations and relative excursions corresponding

to the above expression for W($) for a range of weighting factors, p.

The general equation for finding the rms of a response variable C to an

__ - Mr- - __- . I - , I - - , - -- -- -



input R is

1/2

Crms - (s). (-s)RR (s)ds (15)

where RR(s) is the power spectral density of R. If C/R (s) multiplied

by the factor of RR(s) whose roots lie in the left-half plane is a ra-

2
tio of polynomials of order 10 or less, C 127T may be found tabulated

rms

[51] in terms of the parameters of C/R (s) and t (s).

From Equations (2), (14), and (15) the expression for the rms

acceleration ys, non-dimensionalized by the roadway roughness A, ve-

hicle speed V, and unsprung mass natural frequency in Hz, fu, is

yrms ) 1/2 (16)
27rj f -

47r2/ AVf u _ CO

With the help of tabulated algebraic expressions for the above integral

[51], the acceleration becomes

rms (B + 1) 2 (2a EI- 2 D) + (C2 2B-2)2 I + 2 D) 1/2rms ~ ~ ~ ~ + 2-/2 rl&

4i2 / 3AVf- 86 (I DEI - D2 - /a 12) j
(

where B, CO D, E, and I are evaluated in Appendix A, Similarly, (see

Appendix B) the clearance space h = 2a6rms is given by

rms2
h -(B+1) (1+1/r) 22D+[2/a D-C(1+1/r) 22/7(DE-I)
a V 8(0 DEI - ) 2 ,2

(

The vibration-clearance space trade-off for the optimum synthesized

suspension corresponding to a given mass ratio r is found as follows:

17)

18)



Choose a value of , compute B, C, D, E, and I (see Appendix A) and then

find the rms acceleration and the clearance space from the above two

equations, Increment and repeat the whole procedure, The points on a

vibration-clearance plot thus found define a curve which is a lower

bound to the performance of suspensions which are linear, do not use

preview information, and apply equal forces to the unsprung and sprung

masses, This optimum trade-off curve is shown for r = 0,1 in a design

chart (Figure 6) along with curves tor passive, fixed configuration

systems Before we discuss these other curves in Section 3,2, let us

consider how the suspension described by Equation (14) could be mechan-

ized,

3.1,2 Mechanization of Synthesized Suspension'

There are various control system configurations with transfer

functions which can be made to match the transfer function of Equation

(14) which has been mathematically synthesized, The procedure followed

here is to consider variables which are easily measured and filtered to

generate a control force command signal (see Figure 7), Accelerometers

may be used to measure unsprung and sprung mass accelerations. Each

signal may be filtered by a function of the form (Ka + Kv Is) and then

summed to form a command signal, Amplifier and servomechanism dynam-

ics need to be considered in a specific design study but are neglected

in this preliminary treatment, In addition, forces proportional to

unsprung mass-sprung mass relative displacement and velocity may be

generated either passively by springs and shock absorbers or actively

by a variety of transducers, amplifiers, and actuators, Thus the con-

trol force is assumed to be of the form

Fs - (cs + k 2)(z - y) - Ksas2y - Kssy + Kuas2z + K uvsz (19)
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where the nomenclature is defined in Figure 7 From the above and from

Equation (6), the transfer function relating sprung mass acceleration to

roadway elevation is

'm2t  2 m2 + (2 + uv)~+l+I
u y~m yimw

x(r) K K K K

y-sa+--+u...4 + [2(+/)+ sv+ uv g

2 2[ u

M m y YMW 2 1 p
u u

K K
+(y-2 -+I + r)o2 +(2  . + Sv )0 +

2m2
yM Y Y MWu

0 0 * (20)

where y2 = k0 1M/k1 2m; C = c/2 12

The block diagram for the general active suspension system described by

Equation (20) and used in Section 6 for an analog computer simulation is

shown in Figure 8.

The active suspension system can be made optimum by equating

coefficients of like power of 0 in the numerators and in the denominators

of Equations (14) and (20), There is some redundancy of parameters, For

example, K can be zero and y or K chosen arbitrarily, If y is arbi-
uv sa

trary, the spring stiffness k may be made as large as hardware limita-

tions permit in order to minimize the effects of externally applied ve-

hicle forces. In order to realize optimum suspension performance, it

is essential that the actuator force dependsin part on unsprung mass ac-

celeration.

The non-dimensional equations relating the parameters used in

the active suspension described by Equation (20) to the coefficients of p
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in the optimum synthesized transfer function for K - 0 are:

- 1 + Ksa/M 1/2

[ro - B(1+1/r)]

K
-YA - y2 (B + 1)/r
m

(21)
- jyc

2

sv 2/0' D 2MW

u

Since it is desirable to build as simple a system as possible, let us

choose Ksa equal to zero to minimize the number of feedback variables.

The parameters Y, Kua/m, C, and K v/Mwu are computed from the above

equations and plotted in Figure 9.

In a rather lengthy theoretical synthesis study such as this,

one often wonders if results (the design chart, Figure 6, and optimum

parameter chart, Figure 9) are valid. To confirm the above results, a

parameter search optimization was performed. The rms acceleration Yrms

and relative displacement 6rms were expressed in terms of the system

parameters y, K ua/m, , and Ksv/Mwu from Equations (2), (7), (15), and

(20) and substituted into the expression for the penalty function P

(Equation (4) with F 0). P was then minimized for several values of

the weighting factor P by a hill climbing type of digital computer

parameter search program (see Appendix C). The results of this inde-

pendent optimization procedure confirm those found by the synthesis

method.

3.1.3 Sensitivity Analysis

In addition to determining the optimum parameter values from

Figure 9, it is desirable to examine the roots of the synthesized system
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characteristic equation, The roots indicate system resonant frequencies

and damping ratios that should be known before any complete system design

is undertaken, In practice it is not generally possible to build a sys-

tem with the precise parameter values specified by an initial design

study, Consequently, one should be aware of the sensitivity of system

performance to deviations in values of parameters from the optimum, It

is especially important to determine the effects of parameter variations

on stability,

Each of the roots of the characteristic equation for the

optimum synthesized system depends only on the weighting factor a, We

may therefore plot the poles of the optimum transfer function (Equation

20) as a function of a, The root locus shown in Figure 10 was found by

computing the coefficients of the synthesized system characteristic

equation and extracting the roots with the aid of a digital computer

program, It should be emphasized that this root locus is not the con-

ventional type where only one gain is varied, Here all gains are varied

according to the above parameter computation scheme, It may be seen

that at very low and very large values of 6, corresponding to high and

low acceleration levels, there will be very tightly damped system poles0

(A physical interpretation of this will be given in Section 4,l) These

poles might be a problem if they occur at frequencies near other struc-

tural resopant frequencies not accounted for in our preliminary investi-

gation, In addition, one might think that a small change in parameter

values from the optimum could shift these poles into the right-half

plane, making the system unstable0

A sensitivity analysis was performed to determine the percent-

age that parameters "the mass ratio r and those specified by Figure 9)
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would have to be varied in order to make the system unstable, First, to

find destabilizing directions, each parameter was incremented plus and

minus 10% while the other parameters were held fixed at their optimum

values, This was done both for large (=106) and small (~lO) values of

$, Once the destabilizing directions were found by this method the roots

of "worst case" combinations were found for several percentage parame-

ter variations, The results were somewhat surprising in two respects,

First, the fractional distance a pole shifted toward the right half

plane is approximately the same at any of the three points in Figure 10

where the roots approach the imaginary axis, Thus there does not seem

to be any greater tendency for poles near the right half plane to become

unstable than for poles further from the imaginary axis, Secondly, it

was found that every parameter could be varied as much as 50% in the de-

stabilizing direction without causing instability, Therefore, one

would not expect severe stability problems in using the optimum parame-

ters of Figure 9 to mechanize vehicle systems that reasonably fit the

model chosen for this investigation (Figure 7),

3 2 Analytical Optimization of Fixed Configuration Suspensions

When the analytical approach is used to determine optimum sus-

pension parameter values, "s and h are expressed algebraically in termsYrms

of suspension characteristics, roadway statistics, and vehicle loading

functions. The penalty or cost function P (see Equation (4)) may be mini-

mized, holding P constant, in one of two standard ways. If the exrression

for P is not particularly complicated, one may take partial derivatives

of P with respect to each suspension parameter, set each expression equal

to zero, and solve the resulting simultaneous algebraic equations for the
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optimum parameter values, On the other hand, the expression for P is

often so lengthy that a closed form algebraic solution is not feasible,,

In this case, a computer parameter search is appropriate, When optimum

parameters are found, 9rms and h, computed using these values, define

a minimum trade-off curve on the vibration-clearance plane,

The above procedure is demonstrated by developing the trade-off

curves for the simple passive spring-shock absorber suspension of a ve-

hicle moving with velocity V (Figure 3 where "suspension" is a parallel

spring and damper), The transfer functions relating sprung mass accelera-

tion and sprung mass-unsprung mass relative excursion to roadway eleva-

tion are

W 202 (2 y$ + y2)
y u

--. ()- (22a)
X 04+2Cy(1+1/r)$ 3 + [y2 (1+1/r)+1]$ 2+2Cy$+y 2

6 2

-- () (22b)
x 4+2cy(1+1/r), 3 + [y2(1+1/r)+]j 2+2Cy0+y 2

The corresponding rms values for a roadway input spectrum of the form

AV/s2 are found from Equations (15) and (22) as

rms rry + (1 + r)y3  (23a)

f
6 f U r+l (23b)

rms -"07"

Since h - 2a6 + F/k, we may write the penalty function P in terms of

the above expressions for non-dimensional acceleration, clearance space,

and force variation as



---- -- ---

F/(87r2aM fAV f3)
P P rcy + (l+r)y3  + -+ u (24)

44 4 cy y

The two algebraic equations obtained by differentiating P with

respect to C and y were intractable unless F = O For this case it was

found that P is minimum for 4 a co, y 0, This may be seen by rewriting

P for F = 0 as follows

P P rcy + + - (25)
4Cy 4cy

If we consider CY as a single variable, then we can see from Equation

(25) that y must be zero in order to minimize P, The product Cy depends

on the value of P, We may now write only for F = 0;

rms

4 7r2 /AVf u

4aI4~ AV 4(26)

Eliminating CY from Equation (26) gives the equation for the optimum

trade-off between acceleration and clearance for F = 0

r7 V u,3 . Vr(l + r) (21(

47T2 /A f AV . 2y u
u

Equation (27), rewritten in dimensional form, may be interpreted physi-

cally
' AVk

y h. 01 1 + (28)

Equation (28) shows that to optimize the acceleration-clearance trade-

off, a vehicle should be built with a light unsprung mass, heavy sprung



mass, and soft tires, Qualitatively this is nothing new; however, Equation

(28) expresses this idea quantitatively for optimum conditions,

The interpretation of the result C =0, Y = 0 is that there is

no spring, only a damper between the sprung and unsprung masses, This, of

course, is impractical but only because there will be a finite force vari-

ation on any vehicle in addition to gravity, both of which were assumed

zero, The damping coefficient C may be computed from Equation (26) for

any selected value of acceleration or clearance space by noting that

CY = C/2%uM"

When there are variations in force on the vehicle, a digital

computer parameter search to find optimum values of and y is used.

The results of a straightforward hill climbing type of search (see Ap-

pendix C) are shown in Figure 6, There are trade-off curves for sev-

eral values of force variations, Also plotted are lines of constant

C and y which give the optimum acceleration and clearance for the dif-

ferent values of force variation,

3,3 Use of Design Chart

Let us consider qualitatively how to use Figure 6 as a design

chart. (A more detailed numerical example illustrating the use of this

chart and a few more to be derived in Section 4 will be presented in

Section 6,) A suspension with minimum clearance space for a given vi-

bration level would be based on several parameter values, In particular,

numerical values for the rms vehicle vibration, yrms, the roughness of

the road, A, over which the vehicle would travel, the operating speed,

V, the unsprung mass natural frequency, fu, and the expected vehicle

loading variation, F, would be required. If the non-dimensional accel-

eration were 0,056 and the non-dimensional force variation were 0,05,
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point "a" on Figure 6 would correspond to optimum spring-shock absorber

design conditions, The damping ratio C would be 0.2; the natural fre-

quency ratio y would be 0.1; and the design clearance could be computed

from the abscissa. Point "b" indicates that a long time constant auto-

matic height control system would allow clearance space reduction by a

factor of 3 If this clearance space were unsatisfactory, a small ad-

ditional reduction could be achieved using a system corresponding to

point "c". Further clearance space reduction for a linear system which

applies a force only to sprung and unsprung masses and does not use pre-

view information is not possible,

On the other hand, if a predetermined amount of clearance

space were available, we could easily compute and compare the rms ac-

celeration levels corresponding to a passive system, one incorporating

automatic height control, and finally the optimum linear system (points

"a", "d", and "e", respectively). Figure 6 shows that an optimum syn-

thesized system provides considerable acceleration reduction compared

to an automatic height controller, This is in contrast to the slight

improvement of point "c" over point "b",
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SECTION 4

WHEEL-ROADWAY INTERACTION

In Section 3 we found active and passive suspension systems

that are optimum with respect to the vibration-clearance trade-off,

Whether these optimum systems represent satisfactory designs depends

on other criteria not accounted for in the original penalty or cost

function. Chief among these is the criterion that wheels maintain

nearly continuous contact with a roadway, The relation between wheel-

roadway dynamics and other dynamic and economic factors of interest

such as maneuverability, traction, and wear are not clear. However,

it is certain that each of these qualities will be adversely affected

by any appreciable loss of wheel-ground contact. By restricting the

rms dynamic deflection 6wrms of the wheels with respect to the road-

way to 1/ct of the static deflection 6 of the unsprung mass due to

vehicle weight, wheel roadway contact may be maintained for an accept-

able proportion of time, For a w = 3. for example, wheels should con-

tact the road for 99,9% of the time since roadway elevation probability

density functions tend to be gaussian [471,

In this section let us examine two aspects of wheel-roadway

contact, First, a method and appropriate chart will be developed for

determining the degree to which the wheels of systems described by the

vibration-clearance design chart (Figure 6) hold the road, Secondly,

we shall find the minimum rms force required to hold the wheels of a

moving vehicle on the road, Since this force is generally applied to

the sprung mass (as contrasted to a vibration absorber, for example)
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and increases with velocity, we will be able to determine upper speed

limits of a vehicle for any given rms sprung mass vibration level0

44, Des1ign.n Chart Constraint

We may test whether or not optimum suspensions are satisfac-

tory in regard to unsprung mass excursions relative to the roadway by

first computing the static deflection of the unsprung mass, 6, and then

the rms dynamic deflections, 6 for any particular design, If 6 is
w rms0

greater than 6 by a factor of three or more, for example, we may
wrms

tentatively assume that a wheeled vehicle would possess adequate wheel-

roadway contacts On the other hand, if 6 is not three or more times

larger than 6wrms, we may either include 6 wrms in the penalty function

(Equation (4)) and proceed with a more complicated analysis than pre-

sented here or try to modafy the optimum system to have good, though

not optimum, vibration, clearance space, and wheel-roadway characteristics,

The static deflection of the unsprung mass is easily computed

as the weight of both sprung and unsprung masses divided by the stiff-

ness k01 Thus

6 = (m+M)R (29)
0 k

01

where g is the gravitational constant. For a mass ratio m/M of 041 the

static deflection in feet is

60 900/f u
2  (30)

where fu is the unsprung mass natural frequency in Hz,

The rms dynamic excursion is found from the transfer function

relating roadway elevation to 6 and the roadway mean square elevation

spectral density. The transfer function for 6 , derived for the general



active suspension system (Figure 7), is

K K K
2 (1+ _s + __)02+[2 Cy(1+l/r)-J. ]o+y 2 (1+1/r)

M m MW(
($)- u(31)

x K K K K
(1+ -- + -- )$4 + [2cy(1+l/r)-s.v + jv],3

M m Mu mW
u u

K K
+[y2 (1+1/r)+l+-!Ea]$02+(2,,+..v)0+.2

M MW
U

From the above and Equations (2) and (15) the wheel-roadway rms dynamic

excursion is computed for the optimum systems specified by Figure 6, The

results are plotted in Figure 11 as a function of the non-dimensional de-

sign clearance,

The shape of the curves in Figure 11 may be explained from

physical reasoning, The suspensions corresponding to the left-hand side

of Figure 11 are designed for small clearance and are consequently quite

stiff, Thus, as clearance space becomes smaller, the sprung and un-

sprung masses become more nearly locked together as one unit atop the

undamped spring represented by k 01 This system approaches a single-

degree-of-freedom lightly damped oscillator which exhibits considerable

relative excursions when excited by a random input, At the right-hand

side of Figure 11, 6wrms again increases with distance from the cen-

tral minimum. In this case, however, systems are designed for very low

acceleration levels, hence small force transmissibility, As the sus-

pension forces become ever lower, the unsprung mass becomes increasingly

isolated from the sprung mass and behaves like a lightly damped resonant

oscillator,

The procedure for testing whether any particular optimum sys-

tem satisfies the unsprung mass dynamic excursion constraint is now
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straightforward, First, compute the static deflection from Equation (29),

Then find from Figure 11 the value of 6 /f /AV (hence 6 ) which
w,rms u w,rms

corresponds to the same trade-off curve and clearance space used in the

optimum suspension design chart, Finally compare 6 with 6 to deter-
w,rms 0

mine if unsprung mass motion is excessive.

442 Minimum RMS Sprung Mass Force

One of the fundamental speed limitations to vehicles using

conventional extremely lightly damped wheels arises from the time varying

force required to maintain nearly continuous wheel-road contact, If there

were no external forces applied to a wheel, modeled as a single-degree-

of-freedom undamped oscillator excited by random roadway elevations,

wheel-roadway excursions would be so large that the wheel would bounce

a great deal, Since the time varying forces that must be applied to

the wheel to keep it on the ground are also applied to the sprung mass

(for suspensions that do not incorporate devices such as vibration

absorbers), it seems appropriate to attempt to find the minimum rms

force, hence rms sprung mass acceleration, required to maintain wheel

road contact,

The procedure used here to find the lowest value of rms force

needed to provide adequate wheel-.road contact consists mainly of synthe-

sizing the transfer function relating roadway elevation to suspension

force which minimizes the weighted sum of the rms suspension force ap-

plied to the wheel plus the rms wheel-roadway dynamic excursion, Thus

there is a trade-off between suspension force and wheel-road excursion in

much the same way as there is a trade-off between sprung mass accelera-

tion and sprung mass-unsprung mass relative excursion as discussed in
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Section 3. By letting the rms excursion for this optimum wheel-road sys-

tem be as large as is compatible with road holding requirements (1/a,

of the static displacement) the force is minimal, We will therefore

find the characteristics of the linear system that can hold the wheels

of a vehicle on the road with minimum sprung mass vibration without re-

gard to sprung mass-unsprung mass clearance space,

The equation of motion for an unsprung mass m excited by

roadway elevation variations x and a suspension force Fs IS

Fs + k0 1(x-z) = mz (32)

where k0 1 is the wheel stiffness and z is the wheel displacement, Not-

ing that the wheel-road relative excursion 6 is defined by 6 = x-z

the solution for 6w in terms of Fs and wheel parameters is

2 Fs/k
6 = - (33)w 2+1 $2+1

By analogy to the block diagram, Figure 5, in Section 3 with Fs/k011

6w and the synthesized wheel-roadway transfer function Ww (s) replacing

Y, 6. and W(s), respectively, we find that

H (0) - 1.-
1 42+1

2 -$2+1

From Equations (2), (11), (12), and (34) the expressions for r(o) and

A($) are

2,AV/w 2

(02+1)2

A() = -2wAV/w 2  04+24 2+1+1/p- (35)
u L 2(02+1)2



where

A($ - -21TpAV/w 2 (
u

b = (1+1/p)

+b+cj)($+b-cj)($-b+cj) ($-b-cj)

o2(o2+1)2

1/4

1/4

(37)

-1
sin [i tan (1//p )]

2

c -(1+/p) co [~ ta (/V~)]-38
C M (1+1/p) cos [1 tan (1/lr ) (38)

2

Upon factoring A(O) into terms, each of which contains roots on opposite

sides of the imaginary axis, we have

+ ) _ p_(O+b+cj)(0+b-cj)

$($2+1)

27AV/w 2 ($-b+cj)($-b-cj)

Consequently, the expression for r($)/A"($) is

(39)

A-(0) 0(0 2+1)($-b+cj)(0-b-cj) (40)

If we find that part of the partial fraction expansion of r($)/A-(O)

that has only poles in the left-half plane and divide by A + (0), the

optimum synthesized transfer function is given by

W (0) [1+1/e I) 0+2b] (41)
w 02+2bo + VlTI7p

There are now essentially three steps to find the minimum rms force

F srms, required to hold the wheels of a moving vehicle on the ground.
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The numerator of the bracketed term of the above equation may be factored

in two stages. First

04+20 2+1+1/p - (02+1+j//~p)(0 2+1-j/Vp) (36)

Then the roots of each of the above bracket terms are found so that A(4)

is given by



First, the rms wheel-roadway dynamic excursion 6 w is found* Then by

equating 6worms to I/aw of the static wheel deflection 60, an expression

containing the weighting factor p and various system parameters is de-

rived. The value of p that satisfies this equation corresponds to the

minimum rms suspension force., Consequently, the last step is to find

the rms force in terms of p and solve for FsrMSO

From Equations (2), (15 ), (33), and (41) and noting that

Fs/k0 = Ww(s)X(s), the expression for 6ws is

1/2

6 w 9 ms AV (/:l5 +4b2) (42)
wrsf 4b/'+p

By equating aw times the above equation to the expression for the static

wheel deflection (Equation (29)), we get

AVf 3 a2 (2,7) 4( VlTT7p + 4b2)u w - (43)

(1+1/r) 2 g 2  4b /TT7l

In a manner completely similar to the derivation of Equation (42), the

expression for FsrM divided by the sprung plus unsprung mass weight

(m + M)g is found to be

1/2

F CAVf 3 (2r)4[(/l+l/p -1) 2/TY1h + 4b 2

(m+M)g (1+1/r)2 2  4b/+ 17 (44)

We can compute and plot F /(m + M)g as a function of the parameter

AVfu 3/g2 for several values of r by using an iterative technique to solve

Equation (43) for p and then by solving Equation (44) for FS rs/(M+M)gf

The results of this analysis for aw - 3, illustrated in Figure 12, show

how F /(m+M)g, hence the minimum sprung mass vibration, increases

with roadway roughness, vehicle speed, and unsprung mass natural frequency.
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The benefits of light weight unsprung masses are also apparento

The curves in Figure 12 represent ultimate speed limitations

because of sprung mass vibration only for an unsprung mass modeled as a

linear single-degree-of-freedom undamped system and for a linear suspen-

sion which applies equal forces to both unsprung and sprung masseso

Damping, present in all real wheels, tends to make the results illustrated

in Figure 12 conservative, Nevertheless, several steps may be taken to

reduce the suspension force required to maintain adequate wheel-road

contact if vehicle acceleration is excessive, First, since the rms

suspension force is approximately proportional to the cube of the un-

sprung mass natural frequency, fu, a considerable sprung mass vibration

reduction may be brought about by a moderate decrease in f Secondly,

a vibration absorber may be used to reduce the forces applied to the

sprung mass. Finally, for vehicles in a tunnel, an overhead suspen-

sion system, which might reduce vehicle vibration, could also be used

to preload the main suspension thereby permitting large wheel-road ex-

cursion (hence small rms force) without loss of wheel-road contact,



SECTION 5

OPTIMUM LINEAR PREVIEW CONTROL

As anyone who has driven an automobile on very foggy days and

on clear days may verify, the accuracy with which a driver can keep his

vehicle at the center of a lane for a given speed depends, among other

things, on his visibility of the roadway ahead of the car, Certainly a

measure of tracking error (i(e, deviation of the vehicle from the cen-

ter of the lane) would decrease monotonically with increasing visibility

but would reach a finite value even for infinite visibility, Thus al-

though information regarding the roadway path ahead of a vehicle is sig-

nificant in controlling an automobile,for long distances such data ap-

parently provides diminishing returns as the preview distance lengthens.

There is a strong similarity between the function of a human

operator to steer a vehicle along a winding road and the function of a

suspension to guide a vehicle over the vertical part of a roadway profile.

In this section we shall investigate some of the fundamental limitations

and trade-offs pertaining to vehicle suspensions that are capable of

utilizing data on the roadway profile ahead of a vehicle. First, a ve-

hicle model (different from that used in Section 3) and optimum synthe-

sized suspension that does not use preview control will be established,

In order to find ultimate performance capabilities, the optimum system

transfer function and corresponding accelerations and relative displace-

ments will be found for a system that has infinite roadway preview.

Finite preview suspension systems will be studied to determine how vi-

bration and clearance space improvements depend on preview distance.
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Finally, mechanization of preview suspension systems will be considered,

The vehicle model used for this study is a single-degree-of

freedom rigid mass connected to the roadway by massless suspension ele-

ments, Unfortunately, the mathematics in this section are sufficiently

lengthy to justify a preliminary study of only the simplest of systems.

The model is, however, broadly representative of the fundamental suspen-

sion problem of guiding a vehicle over a road with a minimum of vibration

and clearance space, Schematically, Figure 13 shows both the vehicle-

suspension-roadway configuration and the block diagram relating roadway

elevation to vehicle acceleration and to vehicle-roadway clearance space.

The roadway elevation at the preview sensor, xs# is viewed as the input

to the synthesized suspension W (s). The vehicle acceleration y is inte-

grated twice to give displacement y which is subtracted from the road-

way elevation xv under the vehicle to give vehicle-roadway relative ex-

cursion 6 0 The roadway elevation under a moving vehicle xv is the same
p

as that at the sensor position but delayed by a time T equal to the dis-

tance L of the sensor in front of the vehicle divided by the vehicle

velocity V.

5.1 Zero Preview

The transfer function and vibration clearance trade-off curve

for the case of zero preview (L - 0) are useful bases against which to

compare similar results for finite and infinite preview suspension. From

Equations (2), (11), and (12) the expressions for the synthesizing func-

tions r(s) and A(s) are derived by noting from Figures 5 and 13b that

H 1(s) = 1/s2 and H (s) = 1. Thus
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r(s) . 27AV (45)
s 4

A(s) - 27rAV12+04 (6
s6 (46)

A(s) may be factored into parts each of which containsonly poles and

zeroes in the right and left half planes as follows:

A(s) = 2AV[1/4s - 1l+j)][p0'/s - . (1-j)] (47)
s 3 /2 mo

A+(s) = .... [p)1/+s + .... (1+j)][1p1/4s + 1 (1-j)] (48)

S 3 v/2- V2

When r(s)/A-(s) is expanded in a sequence of partial fractions, the only

term with poles in the left half plane is 1/s. Consequently,

[r(s)/A"(s)]+ = 1/s and, from Equations (10) and (48), the synthesized

suspension transfer function W p(s) is

p2

W (S) 2 s49
p L=O 01/2s + 2p/lls + 1

The rms vehicle acceleration yrMs and relative excursion 6 are

found from Equations (2) and (49), Figure 13, and the tables correspond-

ing to Equation (15) [51]. Thus

Y2 rm 3/4) V2

2 L==V 4-- 
(50)

6P~rms 3 Y' (51)

27rAVpI/ / L=0

The weighting constant p may be eliminated from Equations (50) and (51)
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to give the equation expressing the optimum zero preview vibration-

clearance trade-off

3.0 6
Yrms rMs 3 3 (2(.--JEs- (52)
2Tr AV ) A=V L=O 8

5.2 Infinite Preview

No system is likely to need or would be capable of utilizing

profile information on the roadway very far (e.g., a one-hour travel

time) in advance of the vehicle. However, the transfer function and

trade-off curve for an iifLnite preview system are much easier to com-

pute than those for a finite preview suspension and, in addition to

giving ultimate performance limitations, present some interesting re-

sults not obtainable from finite preview considerations. Therefore, we

may solve the Wiener-Hopf integral eauation without regard to physical

realizability restrictions (ice , allow infinite preview). The Wiener-

Hopf equation may be given by [51]

f(T) = W (t)A(T-t)dt (53)

Multiplying each side of Equation (53) by e- T and integrating over T

gives
C0 00

r(T)e-sTdT e-sTdf W (t)A(T-t)dt (54)

or

f rw()e-s TdT =f W (t)e-stdtj A(T-t)e-s(T-t)dT (55)
_W0 P 00

Thus

r(s) = W (s)A(s) (56)
p
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From Equations (11), (12), and (56) the expression for the optimum sus-

pension transfer function for infinite preview W (s) is

p L-co

H (-s)H2(s)
W (s) - H1(s)H 2 (57)

P LMOO H 1 s)H 1(-s)+p

The very remarkable feature of Equation (57) is that W (s) is inde-

pendent of the input. Consequently, one might suspect that a finite

preview suspension system with characteristics similar to Equation (57)

is likely to perform very well even for input signals with quite differ-

ent statistics from those for which the system was synthesized. Before

discussing finite preview control, let us find the vibration-clearance

trade-off corresponding to Equation (57).

Since Equation (57) was derived by relaxing physical realiza-

bility constraints, H1 (s) - 1/s2 and H2 (s) - 1, thus

W (s)Lc - --- ()
W s)LO ps2 (58)

PS4+1

By noting that Y(s) - W (s) L-,X(s) the expression for the rms value of

y is found from Equations (2), (15), and (58) as

2s - -.. 2 (59)
2i1 AV 27j 4+1)2

Loo -o

where $ - p1/4s

Equation (59) may be evaluated from Appendix D for x - 0 and n = 2.

Thus

(-2 3/4

rms ) _-0 1 (60)
2irAV 1
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Similarly the rms relative excursion 6p,rms found from Equations (2), (15),

(58) and 6 (s) - (1 - W (s)/s 2)X(s) is

62 ,rms $ 00 d 4 (61)

2 1AVpl/4 27rj ( 2+1)2
L-co -JOD

Equation (61) may also be evaluated from Appendix D for x - 0 and n = 6

as

( Prms - 3 (62)

(2TAVp 1/ 4 16
Luco

When p is eliminated from Equations (60) and (62), the vibration-clearance

trade-off is described by

Yrms 6p,rms 3 (63)

Lnoo

Consequently, from the above and from Equation (52) the relation between

vibration and clearance for infinite preview as compared with zero pre-

view for a roadway spectrum proportional to 1/w2 is

63
(Yrms p.rms)L=o 164)
j 63 16 (4
( rms p,rms)L=0

Thus, infinite preview provides a remarkable improvement over zero pre-

view suspensions. Now that the potential of preview suspensions has been

demonstrated, let us consider how suspension system improvement depends

on the distance L ahead of the vehicle that the roadway is sensed.

5.3 Finite Preview

The method for synthesizing the optimum suspension transfer

function for the case when a vehicle can sense the preceding roadway for
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a finite distance is similar to the steps taken for the zero preview situa-

tion. However, the delay shown in Figure 13b requires us to use a more

rigorous and lengthy treatment, Until now we have merely divided double

poles on the imaginary axis evenly into A-(s) and A+(s) when factoring

A(s). Here, however, it is necessary to first shift any poles on the im-

aginary axis into the left or right half plane by very small amounts, C1

and e2 and then find limiting function values as el and E2 approach zero,

Thus

(S) WAV (65)

t = (s+C1)(-s+c 1
6

H (s) - (66)
1 (s+E )2

H 2(s) = e-sT (67)

From the above and Equations (11) and (12) the synthesizing functions

r(s) and A(s) are

r(s) 2TrAVesT (68)
(-s+c 2) 2 (s+E1 )(-s+ )

27AV(ps4 -2 c2ps
2+p 4+1)

A(S) 2 (69)

(s+e )2 (s+c )(-s+E )2 (-s+c )

For very small c2 the four roots of the numerator of Equation (69) lie

well off the imaginary axis, For convenience then, let us approximate

this numerator by 2nAV(os 4+1). Thus Ecuation (69) factors as follows:
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2rAV~p/4s - .(1+j)][pl/4s -

T r(70)

(-s+e2)2 (-s+ 1)

p /4s + .1.(1+j)][pl /s +..1-j)]

A+(s) = (71)
(s+E 2)2 (s+1 )

Dividing Equation (68) by Equation (70) gives

f (s) e -sT(72)

A'(s) (s+1 )[p1/4s - 1.(l+j)][pI/ 4s - (1-j)]

The inverse Fourier transform of r(s)/L(s) is a time function

y(t) which generally has non-zero values for plus and minus t. The

function Jr(s)/A~(s)]+ is the Fourier transform of y(t) for t>0. Thus

far it has been possible to find [r(s)/A-(s)]+ by expressing r(s)/A-(s)

in a partial fraction expansion and retaining only terms with poles in

the left half plane, Since r(s)/A-(s) in Eauation (72) is a transcenden-

tal function, [r(s)/A-(s)]+ is evaluated first by finding y(t) and then

by taking the Laplace transform of y(t) which is identical in form to

the Fourier transform of y(t) for t>O, Thus

y(t) est r(s) ds (73)

27rj A-(s)
-:100

From Equations (72) and (73)



Go3 e s (t-T)
y(t) - 0d (74)

s+ 1) [p s - -.-(l4j)]( p s/ - - -(74))

Equation (74) is evaluated in two parts (see Figure 14a).

First, for a path of integration around the left half plane, correspond-

ing to (t-T)>O, y(t) is equal to the residue at s = -c . Secondly, for

(t-T)<O, y(t) is equal to minus the sum of the residues at poles (a) and

(b) for a contour taken clockwise around the right half plane, The resi-

due at -c is

e (t-T)
Res(-e = (75)

1/-) 2+V2-pII4e+

Taking the limit as E1 *0 gives

y(t) - 1 For (t-T)>O (76)

By evaluating the residues of the poles at (a) and (b), y(t) for

(t - T)<O becomes (see Figure 13b)

y(t) - e 1[cos(' ) - sin( )J For (t-T)>O (77)

where T - r p1/4

The function [r(s)/A-(s)]+ may now be evaluated by taking the Laplace

transform of y(t) as follows:

eo-s t
-- Ls) = y(t)e dt (78)

From Equations (77) and (78) we have
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T

[- -(s) 0

00
(t-T) /T -St

e [cos (-)-sin( -- )Je dt + e
T f

T

-st

When the above integration is carried out and [r(s)/A (s)] is divided

by A+(s) (Equation (71)), the expression for the synthesized finite nre-

view suspension transfer function W (s)L=L is

s2(A pl/2s2-vA 2 01/4s+)
W (S) \ ~J'.J,

ps4 + 1L=L

where A . e-T/t (cos T/T + sin T/T)

A2 = e-T/T (cos T/1 )

The rms acceleration and clearance may be found from Equation

(80), and the relations indicated by Figure 13. Thus

Y2  
p 3 1 )rms j

( 21AV /

L=L
0

*2(A IP2 - OT A2* + e - PT/p A

2 0 14 + 1)2

(A 2 + /TA 2 + e
i T / P1/4

)

alp
1 , , , (81)

When the numerator of the integrand in Ecuation (81) is reduced, there

will be some terms of the form

$ne-iT/pI/4 /V4+1) 2,

By replacing $ with -V and appropriately adjusting integration limits,

Equation (81) becomes

-2 3/4
Y rms
21TAV

0

.

00 -A 2 6-2A e$ T/p/ +2A294+2 A2 $T/pl/ 3.92
d(2

2t_(ipL+l) 2 qa M (82)
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When Equation (82) is evaluated (see Appendix D), we have

2 3/4 /- ( 2 +4A (83)
(A2 +4A 1

2T/+2A2 2+1)

L=L
0

In an entirely similar manner the expression for the relative excursion

is found as

Rs (3+3A 2-4A 2T/T+6A (84)
27rAVp 16 1 1 2

L=Lo

The trade-off curves between rms acceleration and clearance

space (h = 2a6 ) are plotted in Figure 15 for several values of
p p,rms

preview time (in seconds) along with curves for zero and infinite pre-

view (Equations (52) and (63)),

The relationship between the benefits that may be brought

about by preview control and preview time are not apparent from Figure

15. Consequently, let us pick a design point on the zero preview line

(h/2avTAV - )4, yrs I1/7V 10,O0) and determine how s may be re-

duced for constant h and AV. how h may be reduced for constant yrms and

AV, and how AV may be increased for constant yrms and h, The results

shown in Figure 16 indicate that substantial reductions in vibrations

and clearance space may be brought about by using preview control, For

a given vibration and clearance space a vehicle using preview control

may travel up to four times faster or over a roadfour times rougher

(as measured by A) than one without preview,

5,4 Step Responses

A great deal of insight into the nature of preview suspensions

may be gained from the step response (y/x) plots of these systemso First,

=73-
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*-.q m

because cf the analogy between the integral square and mean square of re-

sponse variables subjected respectively to step inputs and random inputs

of the form AV/s2 (see Appendix E) a qualitative comparison may be made

among systems which operate with various preview times. Furthermore,

step response plots facilitate a physical interpretation of the capabili-

ties of preview systems which function with less acceleration and less

relative excursion than optimum non-preview suspensions. Finally, step

response plots provide hints for the development of systems which might

be easily mechanized and which nerform nearly as well as optimum syn-

thesized preview suspensions,

The response of vehicle position y to a step in roadway ele-

vation xs is found from the definition of the inverse Fourier transform

and the transfer function 14 p(s) (Equation (80)) by noting that Y/X

W(s)/s 2 CIThus

y (t) - lim i0 A P1 /4s2 - VA 21/4s+eT-I

Se-0 12 _ _ _ es t ds (85)C-+O- f CO(S+ E) (PS4+1)

When the integration in the above equation is carried out, the step re-

sponse ys(t) is found as

t-T
y(t) 1 + 1 t-T [ -1 T Icos (t~-T)

s2 27t 7T T

- 4re [cos (---)+2sin(t/T)cos(T/T)] (86)
2 T

Equation (86) is plotted in Figure 17 for several values of preview time

T from the point of view of an observer at the vehicle. Thus preview

time is the distance from t/T - 0 to the beginning of the response. The
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non-dimensionalizing parameter T - 2 p114 may be thought of as a scaling

factor. For example, when acceleration is to be small, p, hence T, is

large., Consequently, the step respnnses are more gradual than they

would be if more importance were given to relative excursion.

Figure 17 shows how preview control improves both accelera-

tion and relative excursion, Acceleration is proportional to the cur-

vature (second derivative) of the plots in Figure 17 and relative ex-

cursion is proportional to the difference between the step and a re-

sponse curve. The rms criterion weighs variables more heavily for

large values than for small, Consequently, the zero preview step re-

sponse shows that a large initial relative displacement and curvature

will contribute to considerable rms excursion and acceleration. As

longer preview time is used, response curves become more gradual and

result in smaller relative displacement as the vehicle body responds

to a step in roadway elevation before actually reaching it.

5,5 Mechanization

Mechanization of the transfer function for the optimum pre-

view suspension (Equation (80)) is not at all straightforward. Since

some of the poles of Equation (80) lie in the right half plane the

system response first diverges then converges as illustrated by the in-

finite preview step response in Figure 17. Consequently, the approach

taken here is to examine the step responses in Figure 17 and devise

systems with similar responses.

The equation for infinite preview (Equation (58)) is identi-

cal in form to that for an infinite beam on an elastic foundation [52].

(The static deflection equation for a beam on an elastic foundation
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may be derived by minimizing the weighted sum of the integral of curva-

ture squared plus deflection squared which is analagous to minimizing

the weighted sum of rms acceleration plus relative excursion,) Conse-

quently, one suspects that the steady state behavior of a very long train

such as that proposed by Edwards [53] might approach that of an optimum

preview system, However, this is a very restricted case,

Let us determine the capabilities of the general but ele-

mentary model of the preview suspension system illustrated schematically

in Figure 18, The vehicle, idealized as a rigid mass, is supported

above the roadway by a suspension of stiffness kvO The spring k5

represents a simple preview controller in which a force applied to the

vehicle is proportional to the difference between the vehicle position,

y, and elevation, xs, of the roadway in front of the vehicle, Damping

is proportional to vehicle velocity as shown by a damper attached to

an inertial reference, In practice this form of damping could be ap-

proximated by generating a suspension force proportional to the inte-

gral of the output of a vehicle-mounted accelerometer.

The position transfer function Y/X for the system shown in

Figure 18 is

k +k e-sT
-Y-(S) - s v (87)
Xs Ms2+cs+k +k7

Equation (87), rewritten in terms of nondimensional variables is

Y-(s) - a + (1-a)e T (88)
X s 02 + 2CO + 1

where wn2 = (kv + ks)/M, C = c/2V(kv+ks)M, * = s/wn and "a" which is a

measure of distribution of stiffness between kv and k is k /(kv + k de
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From Equations (15), (65) (with e = 0) and (88) the expression for the

rms vehicle acceleration is

2 3 03

n
21AV 2irJ

-$2[l-2a+2a2+a(l-a)e ]

(02+2 c +1) (02-2 c +1)

+ . 2 4al-a)e n do
2 j 0 2+2c$+)( -2CO+l) .... (89)

Equation (89) may be simplified by replacing $ with -0 in the second

integral and appropriately adjusting limits of integration to give

3
Yrms . W n
2wAV 27rj

-1 0

When the above integral is evaluated (see Appendix F), the expression

for rms acceleration is

-'2 3
Y rms + (-[nONM-WN41+2a (1-a) [-l+e
2 irAV m 4 C (.

(cos/TW WnT

sin Vi-or2 wT)-

1-C2
(91)

The root mean square of the relative displacement of the ve-

hicle with respect to the roadway is given by

(92)6 (s) = XV(s) - Y(s)

Thus, since X v(s) = X s(s)e-sT

j.(S) ( 2+2CO+a)e n-a
X 02+2 C+l

From Equations (15), (65), and (93), the expression for 6 prms is

(93)
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given by

62
gPA ms n

2nAV

1 00 04+2(a-2 2) 2-2a$ 2e OwnT+4 ate OwnT+2a2 (l-e do
2wj f 2+2+1)(-O+E )( 2-2co+1)

. .. , (94)

When the above integral is evaluated (see Appendix F), the expression for

6 becomes
p,rms

62 -l-2(a-2C 2) -2a2 (4c2-l) + 2a[l-a
2nAV 4Cwn

-rw T -

+4t2 (1+a)]e n cos/l-C 2 w T + 2aC[-l

nn

+c 2(1+a)-3a]e snTinv 2w TI - 2C +a2T
VF-= 1Cn wn

. . (95)

The values of parameters a, C, and wn which optimize the trade-

off between vibration and clearance space are found by minimizing P =

Pyrms + 6p,rms' The trade-off curves resulting from a digital computer

parameter search (see Appendix C) are illustrated in Figure 18. These

curves overlap the optimum synthesized trade-off curves shown in Figure

15 except near the infinite preview line. In this region the curves bend

away from those corresponding to the synthesized suspension and terminate.

At these end points a = 1.0 indicating that the spring beneath the ve-

hicle has zero stiffness, Consequently, the step response, from the

point of view of an observer on the vehicle, is that of a simple spring-

mass-damper system but advanced by a time T, The only way a smaller
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value of clearance may be obtained for this model is by having a relative-

ly flexible preview controller spring (small ks) and a stiff suspension

spring (large k v). This combination results in a system which allows

small clearance space only at the expense of very high acceleration levels.

The dotted curve for T - 0.5 seconds, shown in Figure 18, indicates this

aspect quantitatively. It is difficult to imagine a situation in which

such a system would be desirable since better performance may be achieved

with shorter preview times.

The presence of the discontinuity in trade-off curves is il-

lustrated by a contour plot (Figure 19) of P as a function of "a" and

Wn for c - 0,7, and T = 0.5. The minimum at a = 1.0 corresponds to the

lower solid curve in Figure 18 whereas the minimum at a - .15 represents

the higher dotted line. The large value for the natural frequency Wn

at the latter minimum explains the large acceleration levels found for

the upper portion of the T - 0.5 seconds trade-off curve.
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SECTION 6

NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

The preceding sections have presented rather general discussions

of the optimization of the random vibration characteristics of vehicle sus-

pensions. In order to illustrate the use of some of the suspension design

charts (Figures 6, 10, and 11), a numerical example will be considered.

First, a preliminary design of a conventional spring-shock absorber sus-

pension will be carried out with the aid of Figure 6 for a high speed

ground vehicle. Performance benefits that might be brought about by using

automatic height control or synthesized suspensions will be examined.

Figure 10 will be used to determine whether the suspensions thus far con-

sidered possess adequate road holding qualities. From Figure 11 we will

establish a fundamental limitation to the primary design chart (Figure 6).

Finally, the frequency responses, power spectral densities, and time re-

sponses to random roadway inputs will be found for several possible pre-

liminary designs.

6.1 Use of Design Charts

The problem posed is to do a preliminary design study of a sus-

pension system for a vehicle traveling 200 mph over a medium quality high-

way, A - 2 x 10-5 ft0 First, in order to establish a design vibration

level, let us compute the rms acceleration of an automotive type of ve-

hicle going 70 mph over the same highway. For ; - 0.5, r = 0.1, fu = 10 Hz,

and fs - A&j27f /2n - 1.5 Hz the automobile sprung mass vibration, com-

puted from Equation (23a) is about 5.5ft/sec2 ,*

* Passengers would not feel this vibration level because seats filter
much of the acceleration.
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Let us suppose, for the high speed vehicle that r = 0.1, fU - 10 Hz, a is

equal to 3 to insure that bottoming occurs very infrequently and that

loading variations are equal to 75% of the weight of the sprung mass.

From this data, the nondimensional loading variations are

y / 4 l2/V'T - 0.056 (96)rMs u

= F/87r2aM MAVf = 0,05 (97)
U

Thus, in Figure 6 Equation (96) is satisfied at point "a" on the I F

0.05 line and

(h/2a)vT7 -A 9.0 (98)
u

Therefore, the design clearance is

h - 1.31 ft. (99)

The design chart also shows that, at the design point "a", the optimum

parameter values are

- 0.2

f = 1.0 Hz (100)
s

A 1.31 ft. suspension clearance seems rather large. If a low

frequency automatic height control system were used to compensate for

loading variations, F/k = 0 and the F = 0 line applies. Point b in Fig-

ure 6 indicates that the suspension clearance would have to be only 5.25

inches if the same vibration level were maintained. Point c shows that

the minimum possible clearance space is about 4.1 inches for the optimum

synthesized suspension. Thus for this case an automatic height control

suspension provides a suspension with nearly optimum performance.

If a 1.31 ft. suspension clearance is acceptable, then Figure

6 shows that active systems may be incorporated to reduce vibration and
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provide a more comfortable ride, Points d and e indicate that an auto-

matic height controller and optimum synthesized suspension may reduce

sprung mass vibration by factors of 3 and 7 1/2, respectively. In this

case, it appears that an optimum synthesized suspension offers a signifi-

cant advantage over an automatic height controller which, in turn, is

considerably more effective than a simple spring-shock absorber suspen-

sion.

Although the above discussion is valuable in comparing the vi-

bration-clearance aspects of several suspensions, we must investigate

further to determine whether the suspensions cited provide adequate wheel-

road contact. From Equation (30), the static unsprung mass deflection

6 is .09 ft. Since the rms relative wheel-roadway excursion 6 should
0 w

be at least three times smaller than 6, the maximum allowable value for

6 is .03 ft. Thus
w

(6 /f /AV) 1.4 (101)
w u max

The points a - e in Figure 10 correspond to those in Figure 6. Only

three points, "a", "b", and "c", fall below the 1.4 ordinate of Figure

9. Hence the suspensions corresponding to these points provide adequate

wheel-road contact; whereas those suspensions corresponding to points d

and e are unacceptable due to large wheel-roadway excursions.

Figure 11 may be used to determine the minimum possible vibra-

tion isolation capabilities of a linear suspension which maintains nearly

continuous wheel-roadway contact. The numerical value of the abscissa,

using the above high speed vehicle parameters, is

fu3AV - 0.0058 (102)
g
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From Figure 11 the minimum rms suspension force is

F m = 0,118 
(103)

(m+M)g

Since ym - Frms/M, the minimum point on the ordinate of Figure 6 be-

comes

rms -0.043 (104)
41r/AVfj

u

Thus the largest vibration reduction from points a, b, and c that might

be brought about is only 23%,

6.2 Investigation of Several Specific Systems

6.2.1 Frequency Responses and Power Spectral Densities

Of the five optimum systems, a-e, originally considered

only three, a, b, and c, met the road holding constraint. The vehicle

acceleration, sprung mass-unsprung mass relative excursion and the un-

sprung mass-roadway relative excursion frequency responses and power

spectral densities for these three designs, illustrated in Figure 20,

show at least two significant factors. First, as may be seen by com-

paring frequency responses and power spectral densities for each vari-

able, the 1/w2 form of roadway elevation spectra causes considerably

greater spectral content at the low frequency range than might be ex-

pected by merely inspecting frequency response plots. Secondly, active

systems tend to attenuate or shift to higher frequencies the low fre-

quency peak of the conventional spring-shock absorber suspension.

6.2.2 Analog Computer Simulation

An analog computer simulation of the five suspensions a-e was

performed in order to check the above theoretical derivations and to
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examine time responses, A random noise signal, filtered to have approxi-

mately the same spectral shape as that of a measured roadway, was used to

simulate a roadway input, The roadway, unsprung mass and sprung mass po-

sitions were displayed along with sprung mass acceleration, It was found

that computer measurements and theory correlated very well,

Although theoretical computations were based on a roadway spec-

trum described by it is necessary, due to finite computer amplitude

ranges, to use for simulation purposes a noise function whose spectrum

levels off at low frequencies0 Figure 21 shows the empirically deter-

mined noise signal rms spectrum along with the rms roadway spectrum (pro-

portional to 11w). Above the level-off frequency, w (about 15 Hz),

agreement between theory and experiment is very good0 Vehicle dynamics

were time scaled (shifted to high frequencies) so that the portion of

the input spectrum below w contributes little to system response. The

error caused by low frequency spectrum level-off was computed as a func-

tion of w 1w for each suspension simulated,
o u

The example shown in Figure 22 is a plot of error due to low

frequency level-off as a function of wo/wu for the conventional spring-

shock absorber suspension (y- .1, c = .2), In this case w0/Wu = .03

resulting in 7% and 4% error in measuring rms displacements and accelera-

tions respectively. These deviations were accounted for in comparing

theoretical with simulated results0

The time traces of several response variables shown in Figure

23 are in roughly the same positions as points a-e in Figure 6. In de-

scending order in each oscilloscope photograph are sprung mass (y), un-

sprung mass (z) and roadway (x) vertical positions as well as sprung
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a) Conventional Passive Suspension

_ _ - 0.056 ; T 9.0

47rr2 /AVfu3

b) Automatic Height Control

S-0.056 ; -Fv - 2.28

4w 2 /AVf3, 
2a AV

c) Optimum Synthesized Suspension

y rms h Iu-- 0.056 ; T- 7.24

4w2 /AVf - 2F

d) Automatic Height Control

rms I_ _ _ _ - 0.017; h - - 9.0
2 A2aV

U

e) Optimum Synthesized Suspension

m -- 0.007 ; u 9.0

4 AVf

Figure 23. Time Traces of Input and Response Variables Corresponding
to Systems a - e in Figure 6. In descending order in each
oscilloscope photograph are sprung mass, unsprung mass, and
roadway vertical positions as well as sprung mass accelera-
tion.
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mass acceleration (Y),

The top picture (Figure 23a), representing a conventional passive

suspension, shows that the sprung mass does not follow the low frequency

region of the unsprung mass very well, Figures 23 b and c~corresponding

to active systems, illustrate increasing improvement in relative displace-

ment requirements while maintaining similar sprung mass acceleration

levels, The other two sets of traces (Figures d and e) show that in at-

tempting to reduce vehicle accelerations, suspension forces become too

small to adequately damp unsprung mass oscillations0
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SECTION 7

RESULTS, CONCLUSIONS, AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY

7.1 Results and Conclusions

The intent of this thesis has been to examine some of the fun-

damental vibration control capabilities of vehicle suspensions. In order

to formulate an optimization procedure, system disturbances, vehicle dy-

namics, and performance criteria were established in an analytically

tractable but in a physically meaningful form, Two approaches to the

minimization of the trade-off between vehicle vibration and the sprung

mass-unsprung mass clearance space were investigated, First, using Wie-

ner filter techniques, an optimum suspension configuration was synthe-

sized, Secondly, the analytical optimization of some fixed configura-

tion suspensions was treated. The results of these optimization proce-

dures consist mainly of a chart (Figure 6) to be used as a starting point

in the design of vehicle suspension systems, This chart shows the opti-

mum trade-off between vibration and clearance space for passive suspen-

sions subject to several values of loading variation, The passive sus-

pension parameters are given in Figure 6 and the parameters for a synthe-

sized system using easily measurable feedback variables are given in Fig-

ure 9.

Since the above optimization was carried out without regard to

the interaction between the wheels and roadway, a graph (Figure 10) was

developed as a constraint to the vibration-clearance trade-off chart.

This graph shows that vehicles with very stiff or very flexible suspen-

sions are likely to be unacceptable because of excessive wheel hop. The
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minimum rtas force required to hold the wheels of a moving vehicle on the

roadway was also established to provide an estimate of upper speed lim-

itations, It was found (see Figure 11) that vibration increases nearly

linearly with AVfu 3/g2*

An active suspension system for a vehicle represents one

of the few types of controls in which the input may easily be known be-

fore reaching the plant (ioe,, the vehicle), The potential capabilities

of a system using this preview information were found both for a suspen-

sion using optimum Wiener filtering and for a suspension that may be

mechanized in a straightforward manner0 The principal results of this

section are that preview control may be used to reduce vibration by as

much as a factor of sixteen over that for a non-preview suspension and

that a simple preview system may be made to perform nearly as well as a

synthesized system.

Finally, in order to illustrate the use of design charts es-

tablished in the first few sections of the thesis, a numerical example

was carried out, For the case considered, synthesized and height con-

trol systems showed substantial reductions over a spring-shock absorber

suspension in clearance required for a given vibration level. However,

the road holding constraint imposed on the unsprung mass prevented a

significant reduction in vibration at constant clearance space,

* A is a roadway roughness parameter; V is the vehicle velocity; fu
is the unsprung mass natural frequency in Hz and g is the gravita-
tional constant 0
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7.2 Further Study

This thesis represents part of the first of a logical sequence

of steps that probably ought to be taken in designing mechanical suspen-

sion systems with optimum performance characteristics. The first step in

suspension system design, namely research, is a fertile and broad region

which requires further work ranging from theoretical system analysis to

the investigation of components and materials with superior characteris-

tics to those presently in use, Development (design, prototype construc-

tion, and testing stages), or the practical implementation of the results

of research, may proceed along a great variety of paths. Below are dis-

cussed some fruitful areas for suspension research and development re-

lated to this thesis,

The same type of analysis and synthesis that was carried out

in this thesis may be performed on more complicated models than have

been used here, Models that include sprung mass damping, roll, and

pitch modes would be appropriate, Although the optimum suspension syn-

thesis procedure would become exceedingly difficult for high order sys-

tems with constraints (Additional constraints imply trade-offs among

more variables0 ), digital computer parameter search techniques could

probably be devised which would more readily handle complicated systems

with several constraints0

Two constraints that might be imposed on a fixed configura-

tion parameter search program are that the relative excursion of a

wheel with respect to the roadway and that the response of an automatic

height control system to a change in vehicle loading should be acceptable.

The wheel-roadway rms excursion 6 Wrmswould be determined from Equations
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(2), (5) and a transfer function 6 wrms(s)/X(s) in terms of suspension

parameters. In order to insure that the response of an automatic height

control system is sufficiently rapid, a measure of recovery from a step

in loading such as 62 (t) dt might be used. Thus only combinations

of parameters which satisfy these constraints would be acceptable.

Since a minimum in parameter space might be separated by unacceptable

regions from the starting point of a search, a computer routine which

examines a great range of points [54] might be more appropriate than

the hill climbing type of program shown in Appendix C,

Non-linear aspects of suspension system design provide an

area for considerable research, Certainly the stiffness of a spring

in a passive suspension should increase near excursion limits to pro-

vide adequate shock isolation. Perhaps the damping coefficient should

also increase in these regions, The optimization of such non-linear

component characteristics for vehicle suspensions remains to be done

[55]. Modulation of parameters may be carried out at high frequencies

[56] or by low frequency adaptive systems [57] to provide vibration

control, Dynamic programming [58] may be used to determine optimum

trajectories over rough surfaces, hence optimum non-linear vibration-

cleazanze trade-off curves, This approach might be applied most prac-

tically to terrain following aircraft or to hydrofoil ships in heavy

seas,

Although a considerable amount of data has been accumulated on

the statistics of roadway elevation along the direction of vehicle travel,

measurements of cross-level and elasticity of certain roadways are needed.

Cross-level (the angular elevation variations about a roadway center
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line) spectra are required to predict vehicle roll vibration, Unpaved

surfaces and railroad track are likely to be less rigid than the wheels

of off-the-road vehicles and of railroad trains, Consequently, stiffness

variations, particularly in jointed track, which contribute to vehicle

vibration ought to be determined0

There seems to be a reasonable analytic basis from which to

develop an active suspension for a specific vehicle-roadway system, In

addition to providing vibration isolation, such a design could control

roll and pitch, as well as deflections due to loading variations. Many

elements (eog., actuators, accelerometers, and power supplied) would be

common to each of these functions, The features of a high speed of

response hydraulic servomechanism might be compared with those of a

lower frequency pneumatic suspension0 Even the use of electromagnetic

actuators may be feasible under certain conditions [59],

In conclusion, it may be seen that this thesis provides part of

the framework from which to develop suspension systems with greater capa-

bilities than those currently in use0 There are areas of suspension sys-

tem research which require further study0 Nevertheless, the results of

enough research are probably available so that active suspension sys-

tems may be designed to enhance the performance of a wide variety of ve-

hicles. The methods discussed here are applicable to the design of a

great variety of vehicles such as low speed off-the-road vehicles, high

speed guided vehicles, terrain following aircraft, and hydrofoil ships.
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Appendix A

DERIVATION OF OPTIMUM SYNTHESIZED SUSPENSION TRANSFER FUNCTION W(s)

Some observations about A(O) may be made in order to facilitate

its factorization into two parts that have all of their respective zeroes

and poles on opposite sides of the imaginary axis0 The roots of the num-

erator of A(O) are conjugate because each coefficient is real and are

symmetrical about the imaginary axis since, in addition to being conju-

gate, only even powers of 0 are present, Thus all eight complex numer-

ator roots may be expressed in terms of only four parameters b1 , ci, b2,

c2 as shown in Figure A-1. Since the poles of A($) lie directly on the

imaginary axis, it is not clear how to factor them. We could shift the

poles of H (s) off the imaginary axis into the left hand side (the

stable half) of the imaginary plane by a small amount, e. Similarly

since o(s) AV we could write 0(s) - AV Then half of the
52 (s+c)(-s+e) Thnhlfo h

poles would lie in the left half plane and the other half would be found

in the right half plane. Our final answer would be the limit as c -+ 'O

As long as we remember that poles with no real parts are even in number

and would be divided equally in a spectral factorization we may avoid

the added detail of using e and write

(0-b -c j)(0-b +c j)(0-b -c j)(0-b 
+c j)

A-_ . 2_A_ C 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 (A,2)o '* $3(,2+l)

- ($+b1-c~j) ($+b1 +c j) ($+b2-c2j) (4+b2+c2 )

W 2 03(2 +1)
u
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From the above and from Equations (2), (8), (9), and (11)

_ -l (1 +1/r) 2 + 1

/a($ 0 (02+1)(0-b 1-Clj)(0-bl+clj)(0-b 2-c2J) (0-b 2+c2j)

(Ao3)

A partial expansion of Equation (A,3) retaining only poles in the left

half plane is

- A + BO+(

A- ($) 0 02 + 1
+

A, B, and C are evaluated from the above two equations

A 1

P1
Bp +

r r(p,2 + P2 2

C -2

/ r(p 2 + p2 2)

p =1-h2 - c 2I 1 1

(A,5)

b 2 - c 22 - 4b1 b 2+

p2 - 2[b1 + b2 - (b 12 + c 1 2 )b2
- (b 2 + c 22)b 1

Finally, W(s) is Equation (A,4) divided by Equation (A.2)

s2[(B + 1)02 + C + 1]

r 04 + 2/- D$3 + rW E02 + 2vT I + 1

D = b + b
1 2

E = b 12 + C + 2 + 2 + 4b 1b2

I - (b1
2 + c1

2)b2 + (b2
2 + C22)b1
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The parameters b1 , c1 , b2 , c2 are evaluated numerically by a

digital computer program for a specified mass ratio value and weighting

factor 8. Figure A.2 shows the parameters b1 , c1 , b2 , c2 andO plotted

as a function of the non-dimensional acceleration f/(47r2 V'f" ) which
U

was computed from Equation (17) using these parameters for a value of

r - 0.1. The graph is presented in this form for use in conjunction

with the design chart, Figure 6.
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APPENDIX B

DERIVATION OF EXPRESSION FOR CLEARANCE SPACE

FOR OPTIMUM SYNTHESIZED SUSPENSION

From Equation (7) for i and Equation (14) for the optimum syn-
X

thesized transfer function we have

[/0 - (B+1)(l+1/r)]0 3+[2r -c(1+1/r)]02

(+) [/E - (B+2+l/r)]H+2/6 - I (B.1)

X 02+1 /a 04+2/0D03+raE02+2/aI0 + 1

It looks as though 6 would be infinite due to the undamped roots in
rms

the denominator of the above equation, However, the solution for 6 m

evaluated from tables in Reference 51 is indeterminate (i.e. 0/0).

Since 6 must be finite it looks as though the numerator of Equation
rms

(B.1) contains a ( 2 + 1) factor. Let us consider the numerator in

the brackets of the above equation factored into the following format

(02+1)(x+y) = x0 3+y0 2+x +y (B.2)

If coefficients x and y in the right-hand side of the above equation may

be made equal to the corresponding coefficients in Equation (B.1), then

that equation does indeed contain 42 + 1 in the numerator, and it may

be cancelled with the same term in the denominator, In order to equate

appropriate coefficients, it is necessary that the coefficients of $3

and 0 as well as *2 and 00 be equal in Equation (B.1). Unfortunately,

there does not seem to be any general way of showing whether or not

this is true. Since it was found numerically for r - 0.1 that the co-

efficients of $3 and 4 are equal, as are those for 02 and $0 and because

of the above physical reasoning, let us assume ($2 + 1) can be factored
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out of the numerator of Equation (B.1). Thus when rms excursion is eval-

uated from the simplified expression for (o) the expression for 6 is
x rMs

1/2

6J[ $~r - (B+1)(1+1/r)1 2 2D+[2/D - C(1+1/r)1]2 2/ (DE-I)
V 8(aDEI - /ri D2-8I2) (B.3)
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APPENDIX C

MINIMIZATION PROGRAM

C THIS PROGRAM, WRITTEN IN FORTRAN 4, IS USED TO MINIMIZE A FUNCTION OF
C I VARIABLES B(I) USING A HILL CLIMBING TECHNIQUEO THE PROGRAM EVALUATES
C A FUNCTION F IN THE MIDDLE OF A BOUNDED SECTION OF PARAMETER SPACE
C THEN INCREMENTS EACH PARAMETER PLUS AND MINUS 10 PERCENT OF ITS MAXIMUM
C RANGE, EVALUATING THE FUNCTION AT EACH STEPo WHENEVER A VALUE OF THE
C FUNCTION IS FOUND THAT IS LESS THAN THE STARTING VALUE, F0, THE PROGRAM
C CONTINUES FROM THE NEW POINTO WHEN A POINT IN PARAMETER SPACE IS
C REACHED SUCH THAT THE FUNCTION VALUE CORRESPONDING TO THAT POINT IS
C LESS THAN THE VALUES OF THE FUNCTION CORRESPONDING TO THE POINTS
C DETERMINED BY PLUS AND MINUS INCREMENTS OF EACH PARAMETER THE INCREMENT
C OR JUMP SIZE IS REDUCED BY A FACTOR OF TEN AND THE SEARCH PROCESS IS
C CONTINUEDO THE PROGRAM GIVEN HERE IS FOR THREE PARAMETERS AND EIGHT
C ITERATIONS, HOWEVER, IT MAY BE EASILY CHANGED FOR OTHER NUMBERS OF
C PARAMETERS AND ITERATIONS, THE BOUNDS ON THE PARAMETER SPACE ARE
C GIVEN BY A(J) - BMAX(J), C(J) - BMIN(J). THE SUBROUTINE SHOOT IS FOR
C THE FIXED CONFIGURATION PREVIEW CONTROL OPTIMIZATIONo

DIMENSION D(3),B(3),C(3),BO(3),DLB(3),A(3)
COMMON DELRMSACCEL,RHO,T
READ(5,2) A(1),A(2),A(3),C(1),C(2),C(3)

2 FORMAT(7F10o5)
3 READ(5,5)TRHO
5 FORMAT(2F15,8)

WRITE(6,200)
200 FORMAT(104H1 T RHO Al NATL FRQ (W) DA

1MF RATIO (Z) DELTA RMS ACCEL RMS FO /)
C SET UP INITIAL VALUES OF B(I), JUMP SIZE DLB(J), AND PARAMETER
C D(J) WHICH IS USED TO INDICATE WHEN ALL VARIABLES ARE WITHIN ONE
C JUMP OF THE OPTIMUM

DO 6 J-1 9 3
DLB(J) - 0,1*(A(J)-C(J))
B(J) -0,5*(A(J)+C(J))

6 CONTINUE
CALL SHOOT(F,B)
FO - F

C INITIAL VALUES ARE SET UPo NOW GO THROUGH 8 ITERATIONS TO FIND
C OPTIMUM B(I),F
7 DO 95 L - 1,8
8 DO 70 1 - 1,3

D(I) - 000
BO(I) - B(I)

10 B(I) - BO(I) + DLB(I)
C KEEP B(I) WITHIN SPECIFIED RANGE

IF(B(I)-A(I)) 15,12,12
12 B(I) - A(I)
15 CALL SHOOT(FB)
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IF(F-FO)50,20,20
20 B(I) - BO(I)-DLB(I)

C KEEP B(I) WITHIN SPECIFIED RANGE
21 IF(B(I)-C(I))22,22,25
22 B(I) - C(I)
25 CALL SHOOT(F,B)

IF(F-FO)50,40,40
40 B(I) - BO(I)

C IF PROGRAM REACHES HERE THEN B(I) IS A LOCAL MINIMUM. IF THIS
C HAPPENS FOR ALL B(I) THEN B(I) IS WITHIN ONE JUMP OF THE OPTIMUM
C LET D(I)wl, RETAIN OLD VALUE OF FO (SKIP OVER FO=F)

D(I) - 1,
GO TO 70

50 CONTINUE
C WE HAVE A NEW VALUE OF B(I) AND F. NOW SEARCH IN ANOTHER DIRECTION
C FROM THIS NEW POINT IN PARAMETER (B) SPACE

FO - F
70 CONTINUE

SUMD - D(1) + D(2) + D(3)
C WRITE PARAMETERS, ETC AFTER ALL PARAMETERS HAVE BEEN EXAMINED ONE
C JUMP IN EACH DIRECTION

WRITE(6,100)TRHOB(1),B(2),B(3),DELRMSQACCELgFO
100 FORMAT(8F13,7)

C IF ALL B(I) ARE WITHIN ONE JUMP OF OPTIMUM THEN REDUCE JUMP SIZE
IF(SUMD-2.5)8,80 0 80

80 DO 90 K-1,3
90 DLB(K) m Ool*DLB(K)
95 CONTINUE

GO TO 3
END

SUBROUTINE SHOOT(FB)
C ACCEL m RMS ACCELERATION/SQRT(2*PI*AV)
C DELRMS - DELTA RMS/SQRT(2*PI*AV)
C B(1)-ASUB1, B(2)-W(NATL FREQ), B(3)-Z(DAMPING RATIO)

DIMENSION B(3)
COMMON DELRMSACCELRHO,T
S - SQRT(1 0 - B(3)**2)
ACCEL=SQRT((B(2)**3*(B(1)**2 + ((1 0 -B(1))**2) + 2 0 *B(1)*(1 0 -B(1))*

1(EXP(-B(3)*B(2)*T))*
2(COS(S*B(2)*T) - (B(3)/S)*SIN(S*B(2)*T))))/(4,*B(3)))
DELRMS -SQRT(((l. - 20*(B(1) - 2.*(B(3)**2)) - 2o*(B(1)**2)*(4,*(B

1(3)**2)- 1.) + 20*B(1)*(1. - B(1) + 4.*(B(3)**2)*(10 + B(1)))*(EX
2P(-B(3)*B(2)*T))*COS(S*B(2)*T)+ 2,*B(1)*B(3)*(-l+4.*(B(3)**2)*(l
3+ B(l)) - 3,*B(1))*(EXP(-B(3)*B(2)*T))*(SIN(S*B(2)*T))/S)/(4*B(3)
4*B(2))) - 2o*B(1)*B(3)/B(2) + (B(1)**2)*T)
F - RHO*ACCEL + DELRMS
RETURN
END
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APPENDIX D

Evaluation of I -
2rj

n OJ x

d0
(412

When the denominator of above equation for I is factored, I

may be written as

1e n # x
I ---- d (D.1)

2jg. co b 2(g 2 ( . ) 2 (. 0 2

The integration indicated by Equation (D0 l) is carried out by evaluating

the residues of the four poles that lie in the contour taken around the

left half plane. Thus

Res[(-l+j)/J] -d
d$

n e
1 (D0 2)

(0 + !±J)(02 - rT 0+1)2

When Equation (D.2) is evaluated, we find

n-l (-l+j)x
Res[(-l+j)/J] = - ( ) e

16 r

1 0 -1+1

r T

[x-j(n-x-3)]

Similarly

Res[(-l-j)//] - 1 ( )n- e(--J) [x+j(n-x-3)]
16 j

Since I - Res [(-l+j) /J] + Res [(-l-j)/3], Equations (D.3) and (D.4)

may be combined to give a general expression for I as
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I mI e- [A cos x + B sin x]
16

(D.5)

where the coefficients A and B are given in the following table for values

of n from 0 through 8.
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n A B

0 3r -r(3+2x)

1 2x -2(2+x)

2 -r(1- 2 x)

3 2x 2x

4 r V(1-2x)

5 -2x -2 (2-x)

6 -r7(3-2x) 3V7

7 2(4-x) -2x

8 -5J -5r



APPENDIX E

ANALOGY BETWEEN DETERMINISTIC AND RANDOM PROCESSES

H(s) Y(s)

Y(s) - H(s)X(s)

Deterministic Random

Parsevals theorem [51]: The mean squared value of y may be
given by

y 2(t)dt- -1-

FO h 0yt

For the above system

Y(s)Y(-s)ds

27m2 rj3
-j0

H(s)H(s)>? (s)ds

y 2(t)dt- 1 H(s)H(-s)X(s)

X(-s)ds

For X(s) - a/s For D (s) - - AV/s2

H (s) H s
5 -s 27rAV =2rrJ

_j 0

d s

y2 (t)dt - 2YAV
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APPENDIX F

joo

lim n $
Evaluation I - d+i de

of (0+C) (02+2C+ (-_+C) (02+2CO+l)

-jW

The above integral may be evaluated by summing the residues of

the three poles that lie within a contour taken around the left half

plane. Thus

I - Res (-e) + Res (-C+j 'iT=) + Res (-C-j/7) (F.l)

The residue at -c is given by

n -ex

Res (-) - (F.2)

In the expression for 6 s (Equation (94)) the numerator of one

of the terms is of the form 1 - e . For this case

Res(-c) - l x (F.3)
1-e 2

The residues at the poles 4 -C ± j/lC 2 are

I -- n-2 (-c+j/l-c2 x)
Res(-?+j/W) - (-i+ / ) e (F.4)

8i [l-C2+jijiT]

- n-2 (-C-j/l-C2  x)
Res(-C-j/l-i2) - (~- i (F.5)

Thus I may be given in the following general form where the coeffi-

cients A, B, and C are listed below for several values of n:

I - e . [A cos /-2  + B sin /iT x] + C (F,6)
4c(l-C2)
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n A B C

0 (4r2-1)(1-C2) - 7i(3-4 2 ) See Equation (F.3)

1 -2c(1-c2) v/ (1-2C2) - 1/2

2 (1-c2) /17 0

4 -(1-0) / 2 0
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